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occurred, just as he names the human mediators of the other texts he
learned.
An ijnza t y ~ k a i l s a u t h ~ ~ . .--th.e
z . e ee~tu~e_nttt~ooo~e
d
_ah
h..m
. r n.,,.k
the, u
text--t h a t h a d been learned, u s i w t.he formula for "qral t ~ m p s ~ ~ ~ ~ n "
(Tiwaya)." Such usage represents an important further expression of the
oral construction of darasa instruction. I n an explicit fashion, i&z_as
articulate thegenealogical manner in which knowledge.. was- .--handed
down th-r~~gh
the generations. Ijaza documents could cover all types
of texts and modes of learning. Zabara ( 1956 :4-5) quotes an ijaza
that gives the student the right to transmit the teacher's mqru'at and
m ~ u ' a twhich
,
the teacher says he had likewise received from his own
teacher. Ijazas could be either general ('amma),or restricted, pertaining
to anything from a single text-as in the case of the ijazas Sayf alSunna granted to his students for Muslim's Sahih-to a delimited discipline.
In provincial Ibb, at least by the turn of this century, the issuing of
written ijazas was rare. Oral and biographical history accounts of the
of forlast decades
.. . .of
_ .the
_
._ ._ old
_~ darasa
.. _ _ system
. _.
. .. d o
. not
. ..... referto a practice
.....
d i z e d licensing;
.
.
they mention only the names of teachers, and possibly, but normally separately, the titles of the principal texts studied. I n
.~
. of
any case, if-+e.olderijar~ inrutugo! hadseemed t o offer .a. marking
the transition
.. .. ... from student
. ., .
to .teacher,
....
the_transition-was usually not
a b s t . Al-Shawkani d e s c ~ & ~a period of his academic life during
which he simultaneously took lessons from some scholars and gave
lessons to others. The historian al-Burayhi describes an individual as
"studying with those more learned than he and teaching those less
SO."^^ Isma'il al-Akwa' (1980 : 11) points to the practice of charging
advanced students to recite the lesson aloud as a distinctive feature of
Shafi'i instruction. I n Quranic schools, as Muhammad al-Akwa' notes
(n.d.: 47), it was customary to have "the older instructing the younger
and the ones who understood teaching those who did not."
Just as the ijaza was not a diploma in the contemporary sense, so the
"books of study" (kurub al-bib) did not represent a conuentional curriculum. For the darasa
_
st.ude_nt,.~h~-.works.s~.u.di.ed
represer?ted..gt_m>_t a
texts of a p,arGcular
.. . . -.-school of
specific madhhab,
-they were
_ . the
_._.,-.
standard
_._. .-- shags ju.risprl)dence. The biographical histories give evidence ofipecialization among some scholars; others dabbled, or in unusual cases
such as al-Shawkani, went profoundly into numerous subjects. All,
however, b e g a ~ w i &the key manual,texts,oftheir. madhhab.
.

ENDOWMENTS

The teacher may not ask payment.
HADITH

~

~

~

.,

~

-

.,

Providing for the expenses of instruction was a venerable charitable
and pious activity, one that usually took the form o f a special institution

cluded separately earmarked funding for the Great Mosque of I b b
(known as waqf al-kabir), the town's other mosques (masa~id),~4
local
saint-tomb complexes (turab), and advanced instruction (darma). Inkind revenues came from extensive endowment landholdings in the I b b
hinterland, and cash rents were derived from town real estate, including
building lots, houses, shops, warehouses, and the public bath.
I n the official darasa-endowment register (see fig. 7)," document
texts refer to waqfs "for the darasa of the muhajirin in the Great
Mosque of the town of Ibb"; or simply, "endowment for darasa" (waqf
li-l-darasa). The management of the endowment properties, the collection of the revenue, and the disbursement of food and money to the
students was the responsiblity of an official known as the 'aqil itla
al-darosa.
~ u r i Ramadan
n ~
the normal endowment-supplied-fare of
-sorghum bread and porridge was changed to wheat bread, meat gravy,
and clarified butter. For the 'id aGkabir, the major feast day of the
Muslim calendar, two bulls were slaughtered for the students a t endowment expense. In Ahmad al-Haddad's day there were more than fifty
muhajirin, half boarders, half day students, who were served together
with some teachers and a few poor men in groups of four a t as many as
sixteen tables.36
The endowment mandate for its student beneficiaries was to study
"the magnificent Quran and the noble knowledge ('ilm)," one text
reads, "under the supelvision of the darasa official, in the assembly
mosque of I b b town." Jurisp~udencewas to be studied in both its "usul
and furu'," its f'roots a n d bran~hes."~'As a condition of, and in return
for, the support given them, the muhajirin accomplished specially dedicated recitations on Monday and Friday eves. These were in memory
of the Prophet and of the local founders: "to the soul (ruh) of the
Prophet," a typical text says, "and to his [i.e., the founder's] soul, using
his name."38 As such donors accumulated over the years, their names
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were added to a list read out a t the conclusion of the recitation by a
special Great Mosque functionary. An I b b testament (wasiyya) dated
1904,39for example, mentions two agricultural terraces set aside as
endowments for "darasat Ibb" and "darasat Jibla [a nearby town],"
respectively. These charities are intended, in the founder's words, "to
enter me into the recitations (al-rati6)"-that is, by the muhajirin a t
the main mosques of both Ibb and Jibla. Another endowment was
to be in memory of the founder's mother, "to enter her into the
recitations."
This type of recitation b l the -.-,
muhajirin
.. .
,..~... was. actually +specialized
PUFC
v e r s i o ~ , ,,a_much
~f
wider .p.kengmenon. R ~ ~ a s i o n - i ~ - o r y
of_&,.
deceased,.individual,'s.,sou! c0.ul.d occur as a simple .and-..uncompenszed,-.act..
f .devotion.
Relevant in this connection is an exchange
.. ..~ ~ u h a m m a dal-Akwd (n.d. :56-57') remembers with his stepmother:
"Muhammad," she asked, "when I die will you recite (tadrus) to my
soul, recite (taqra') for me the Fatiha [the opening sura of the Quran],
and pray for me?" He answered "Yes" at the time, and as an adult he
carried out these recitations . There
. - is, in addition, a separa~e-category
of embwments (known as wagf qira'a) thg&e_rt.iqto s~~ch.recita_tion.~~
S u c ~ p ~ ~ v ~ ~ ~ d . ~ w m . e ~ r ? _ t . -s~ ~. . ~, h~g ~ cter
dc ~i - . d i
rather than by the Endowments Office. I n the Ibb testament of 1904,
there are several "recitation waqfs" enumerated, involving designated
properties with revenues to be provided the reciters named. Other
privately held documents attest to such developments as "stepping
down" from reciterships, involving a transfer of both the right to the
annual income and the duty of r e c i t a t i ~ n .Some
~ ~ , recitational waqfs
were intended as small charities provided to nonfamily poor, especially
scholars; others were huge family trusts in which the recitational waqf
formula shields an important allocation of an estate.42 That various
perils awaited endowments was clearly recognized by their founders:
cautions and conditional curses are common in the formation texts.43
The several
.
varieties
. A,-.- ... ..of .p,gb!.ic,.and,pxivate..,e.ndowments~..shayed
a
which,,is
sqt
fo.r,th
in-.the-chapter
on
waq_fin
the
common legal
structure,
.. .. . .
.
jurisprudence
manuals. In establishing an endowment an individual
-.
undertook a unilateral
-.,...,..-,..,.,-r..
legal act w -..-.-*
h e r e b ~ g ~ ~ ~ was-coxlwer.teeddfrom
cr-ty
private. . owne~
sh~,p~,(~~l~~_t~~e,~d,o.~m~eat-~~.~aqf.)~~
There are three
- .
distinctive features of this legal transformation. The first is that the
transfer to endowment
perpetuity,
_ status is an_. action in
__---_
__ __ valid until
J u d g m e s , D a y , or as the establishing documents read, "until God
inherits the earth and all upon it." Second, the property in question is
~ , __"

,. -,
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r e ~ v e d(the formulae are maqafa, "to stop," and habasa, "to restrain")
from
--..the ckcles of worldh-.~n.fer.As the documents state, the property may no longer be "sold, inherited, pawned, or given as a gift." The
endowment properties are no longer property in the worldly sense that
they may be alienated. A thi&gssen-tial feature concerns the intention
of tlle_founder.This must be qurba, which is "an act
to God,"
or a "desire to draw near to Him." In theory at least, the legal transfer
involved is not understood in terms of the this-worldly intentions associated with ordinary legal undertakings. The support of mosques is one
such action pleasing to God; the funding of instruction is another. That
the muhajirin were a set-apart
..
group of initiates was thus reinforced
. .---.-by
the special qualiGes of their material support.

The New Method

At an annual awards day ceremony held a t the elementary Revolution
School in Ibb in 1975, some of the teachers and pupils put on a short
rat the Yemen Arab Republic flag bunting that
skit. A breeze snapped
decorated the stage, and an antiquated public address system crackled.
Speeches that castigated the old regime, recalled the glorious-events of
the revolutionary years, and then underlined the importance of education in building the nation's future were made by local dignitaries,
including the governor, the provincial military commander, and the
director of the Ibb branch office of the Ministry of Education. Poems
written for the occasion were also read out, local musicians played some
popular tunes, and all joined in the national anthem.
Critical of the past and, somewhat more implicitly, of the present as
well, skits are standard fare at the public occasions that have proliferated on the republican calendar. The skit this day was entitled, "Education in the Old Days."' In it the teachers who wrote it looked back
with a mix of serious and humorous intent typical of such theater at an
institution, the Quranic school, which they and many in the audience
had attended. For their young pupils, some of whom were the actors,
- - - - -of.--a mode of instruction that was fast
the skit offered a representation
disappearing. unlZGin;mostother scripts, this one contains only a few
spokekparts and was mainly intended to provide stage directions for a
living tableau.
1

f

I

1

Initial scene: the curtain rises on a Quranic school room, with a floor
covering of reed mats and burlap sacks. Sinna is sitting on the right side
leaning against arm cushions. The general situation: the clothes of the
poor students are old and some are torn. The clothes of the rich children
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case, he would "attend to the papers one by one, [including] the simple
and the momentous."
I n Ibb, the mufti of Imam Yahya's era was in the habit of taking long
strolls in the morning, and he too would answer the people who came
up to him, This casual availability in the morning complemented that
of the more structured, principal time and place of giving fatwas,
during afternoon qat-chewing sessions in his diwan. A daily morning
walk around the town, during which he received requests and petitions,
was also standard for Ismaeil Basalama, the Ibb governor during the
first part of Imam Yahya's reign, as was noted by the Syrian traveler
al-'Azm (1937 :291 -92). The official routine of al-Qadi Ahmad alSayaghi, governor in the 1950s under Imam Ahmad, provides an example of some further modalities and also points in the direction of an
eventual transformation of this administrative style.
Al-Sayaghi's daily schedule began indoors with a four-hour block of
time devoted mainly to the general reception (muwajaha hmma) of people who had come to see him, and also to replies to submitted petitions with the assistance of his secretaries. In his capital, Taeizz, Imam
Ahmad too had discontinued the regular morning open-air encounters
of his father, taking this activity inside to a diwan.8 Later in the morning, al-Sayaghi customarily went out to tour the town but mostly for
the purpose of inspecting the work on the construction projects that
were his real passion. During the afternoon qat session, he met with
selected individuals (muwajaha khussa). On Friday afternoons, however,
he conducted himself in the old manner. This one afternoon a week
anyone could approach the Ibb governor, the deputy of the imam, who
sat out under. a tree next to the government offices for the reception
(muwnjalm) of those who otherwise might not have been able to reach
him.
Central to the muwajaha format was the notion of responsiveness.
An "official," al-mus&l,was literally "the one asked." What was sought
from an imam or a governor, a mufti or a judge, was an "answer" (a
jawab). In the case of the mufti, a query was posed a d t h e answer was
the fatwa. For the other three dispute-handling public officials, the
imam in the capital and the governor and the judge on the provincial
level, the approach was made in the form of a complaint or petition,
known as a shakwa. Historically, shakwas were the general means by
which individuals initiated actions in which they wanted to involve the
~ t a t eWhether
.~
these were individual-state matters (employment, state
credit, charity disbursement, tax matters) or individual-individual ones
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(disputes of all sorts) pursued through the state, the shakwa always
represented the opening move.1°
SHAKWA
It is absolutely necessary that on two days in the week the king should sit for the
redress of wrongs, to exact recompensefrom the oppressor, to give justice and to
listen to the words of his subjects with his own ears, without any intermediary.
It is Jitting that some written petitions should also be submitted if they are
comparatively important, and he should give a ruling on each one.
NIZAM AL-MULK

*

I

( 1 1th century ~

. ~ . ) l l

The basic procedure for obtaining justice, for finding relief from injustice (rulm), through the state, was thus a direct appeal to an official,
one ofwhom was the shari'a judge. I n his well-known Hadith commentary a1-Nawawi summarizes the pattern as follows: "The wronged person can seek relief from the sultan and the judge, and other appointed
officials, asking for redress from the offending person, saying 'So and
so has wronged me,' or 'So and so did this or that to me"' (quoted
in al-Shawkani A.H. 1394: 14). The vocabulary of zulm-the mazlum
(wronged person), zalim (offending person), caloma (to wrong), tazallum
(to complain or seek relief)-is precisely that utilized in shakwas.
In many Muslim states, from an early date, mazalim jurisdictions, as
they became known (from the same z-1-m root), amounted to alternate or superior forums for handling disputes.12 The existence of such
competing forums partly contradicted the supposedly universal jurisdictional sweep of the shari'a court, especially if matters contained
within the purview of the shari'a were as a consequence not dealt with
by the shari'a judge. In imamic Yemen, this contradiction worked a bit
differently than in the typical Sunni state, headed by a sultan or a king.
Condensed in the identity of the imam were both a sultan's temporal
capacity to handle grievances such as salary arrears, petitions for transfer of position, or complaints about an official's conduct, and the full
shari'a capacity of the ultimate judge (and mufti) in the land. While
there was for this reason no open contradiction or separation of powers
at the apex of the imamic system of rule, at the local level of the
governorates there opened up two distinct positions: the shari'a judge
(hakim) and the governor (na'ib, m i ) . These separate delegations
(wilaya) of capacity, undivided in the identity of the imam, meant that
dispute settlement on the level of the provincial town involved a division of labor between the hakim's capacity to handle shari'a matters
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and the governor's capacity to handle problems defined as being of
another sort-roughly, the maealim jurisidiction formula.
In ideal terms, as in the description of Imam Yahya by the quasiofficial historian, the shakwa is oral, conveyed verbally by the petitioner and "heard" by the ruler-thus (al-Wasi'i): "to hear for himself
people's petitions [shakwas]," "he walked and continued to hear
shakwas," "and while washing and afterwards before the prayer he
continued in this fashion hearing shakwas." An extreme and desperate
version of the auditory connection was public shouting. It used to be
possible to literally "gain the ear" of the Yemeni head of state by
persistent shouting at his front door, and it is a strategy still occasionally
employed from street level to get the attention of a local governor
upstairs in the official residence. Interchange based on speaking (or
shouting) and hearing might be initially understood as the only possible
method for the presentation of the concerns of the illiterate downtrodden, and women and children. In another sense, however, the emphasis
upon "hearing" is stylized and overstated. It is part of a system of
representations centering on the value of "presence" situated at the
heart of the face-to-face intimacy of the muwajaha formula. While a
speaking-hearing mode for the communication of shakwas was valued
as an ideal, a writing-reading mode was frequently the practical norm.
The ideally oral quality of the shakwa fit the ideal character of the
muwajaha, but underpinning such structures of apparent presence
were practices of distancing and absence implemented through writing.
There was a further status twist to this. Petitions from the mass of
lower-status individuals, which were supposedly "heard" in the public
muwajaha, had in actuality to be transformed from their imprecise
dialectial articulation into the discourse of the text in order to be dealt
with. Elite petitions, those of the few, the individuals most accomplished in the literate skills, could be communicated in speech, but this
occurred, not in the open public format, but rather in the relatively
private afternoon diwan settings of the "special muwajaha" (muwajaha
khassa).
Proper conduct of the muwajaha style of government depended on
the elimination and avoidance of barriers between ruler and ruled. The
barriers at issue were both physical-walls, closed doors, guards-and
of the insubstantial, haiba sort, which caused ordinary petitioners to
tremble and lose their words. T o provide what he refers to in a section heading as a "Description of the Imams of Yemen," al-Wasiei
(1928: 297) quotes an account that makes repeated use of verbs and

--
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nouns derived from the h-j-b root, which means to "hide," "conceal,"
c Lmake a separation," and "to veil." I n its various forms the h-j-b
root
expresses circumstances opposite to muwajaha, which depends on an
unobstructed meeting of faces. According to the quoted text, the ideal
imam is like one of his subjects in his simple style of life, and he "speaks
to them and governs them, without regard to whether [the individual]
before him is a noble or a commoner, strong or weak, without creating
a barrier (hijab). He does not delegate matters to ministers or chamberlains (hujab). . . . [Such rulers] neither keep [others] out (yahjibun) nor
seclude themselves (yahtajibun)."
An important connotation of the h-j-b root is feminine seclusion
and veiling: in the public domain, proper and just "masculine" conduct
is enacted through the regular presentation of one's face and through
the secure medium of speech; improper and unjust ("feminine" for
men) conduct, by contrast, relies on the concealment of the face and
works through the dangerous medium of writing. An ordinary form of
muwajaha wisdom similarly dictates that men come out of their houses
every day, show their faces, and circulate in the town streets, or risk
criticism and suspicion.
A negative assessment of a ruler, within the muwajaha idiom of
statecraft, typically pointed to the practice of official distancing. Thus
a republican historian criticizes the conduct of Imam Yahya's sons as
provincial governors, including al-Hasan in Ibb, as follows: "They
withdrew [a h-j-b verb] themselves from the people and distanced
themselves from hearing their shakwas" (al-Akwd 1980 :295, emphasis
added). By extension, Imam Yahya's general policy is critically characterized as one of "total isolation; he shut himself, and Yemen, off from
contact with the outside world."
In practice, shakwas were virtually always written,13 as were the
responses, which were usually added in the form of a note atop the
original piece of paper containing the shakwa (as is the case with the
query and its fatwa-answer). T o engage the official machinery even
shouted claims had to be reduced to a concrete statement of the problem in the form of a written shakwa. T o get around the soldiers who
might block delivery, Governor al-Sayaghi placed a barrel with a slot
in the top to collect hand-submitted shakwas at street level. The mail
system, which functioned rather well in the post-Ottoman imamic
period, served principally to carry shakwas, either to provincial governors or to the imam himself.l4 For those private individuals who
could afford it, the telegraph system served the same end. Public writ-
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ers, who continue to set up their boxtop offices outside the governorate
officesin Ibb, specialize in writing shakwas for petitioners who cannot
write for themselves.
O n the receiving end, in the imam's diwan for example, shakwas
were first screened and summarized by secretaries.15 The secretary
wrote a brief memo at the top indicating the subject matter and the
action sought. The shakwa was then passed before the imam, who
would add a quick note of refusal or permission, such as "nothing
forbids this," or return the paper to the secretary to draft a brief order
(amr) or a note of transfer to an appropriate official or other person.
Transfers often carried a request for investigation or clarification of the
complaint, and, if warranted, an order for implementation (tanjdh)
or dabt, which entailed some form of arrest, seizure, enforcement, or
restraint. One of the possible officials to whom a shakwa initially presented to an imam or a local governor might be transferred was the
shariH judge of the appropriate jurisdiction. The hakim too received
shakwas directly, and also transferred them to others. The ideal administrator was one who not only was accessible, in the sense of receiving
people's shakwas, but who responded to them quickly and decisively.
For officials of all levels, reading and responding to the shakwa traffic
was one of the principal tasks of day-to-day government.
Finally, the original shakwa document, now bearing a response, was
returned to the petitioner. It was the petitioner who was responsible for
effecting the physical transfer to another official or person if such was
called for in the response. To have an order carried out, the petitioner
had to take the shakwa with the order written on it to the official
addressed in the response, such as, "to the governor of Ibb, for enforcement," or "to the sharieajudge, carry out the necessary shari'a
procedures." The system depended on the initiative of petitioning individuals to keep their matters alive.
For the judge, the shari'a court itself, the mahkama shah h, entailed a
specialized form of muwajaha. The required openness of this event was
defined in manual chapten on procedure. Court skeuld be held in a
well-known and central public place, while the rule against posting a
doorman (hajib, from the h-j-b root) addressed a concern for unimpeded direct access. Reacting to the tumult of bodies crowding a
contemporary (mid-1970s) I bb courtroom and pressing forward to
gain the attention of an old judge, his teenage son suggested that it
would be desirable to create order by placing guards at the door to let
disputants in one at a time, or in pairs. His father retorted sharply that
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a guard at the door led inexorably to people's being denied access and,
as a consequence, being denied justice. Years after the opening of
official courtrooms, older judges could still be encountered listening to
disputants sitting outside at curbside or at the doorsteps of their residences before or after lunch. But the direction of new legislation concerned with judicial procedure is toward more "ordered" sessions, with
access to the judge regulated by a doorman,16 and also-diametrically
opposite to the open-door format-private interviews, conducted under
newly instituted prosecutorial auspices (Messick 1983b),17and closed
sessions in certain circumstances. A final separation of house and court
was mandated by the "Judicial Authority" legislation of 1979 (Art. 17):
"Sessions are to be held in the court building, in specially designated
rooms."
A shakwa presented to a judge, or transferred to him, is a way of
bringing a matter to his attention for the first time. I n giving attention
to a shakwa, however, a judge is not engaging the process of adjudication. The shakwa represents only a petition by a single party, and this
is different from a claim (da'wa) with which a formal proceeding opens.
A ddwa involves two parties, one who makes the da'wa and a second
who is also present and hears the da'wa and then responds to it, in an
ijaba. The presentation of a shakwa is intended only to get the judge to
issue a summons to the second party. If the shakwa is minimally plausible and the subject matter relevant to his jurisdiction, the judge will
dispatch one of his soldier-retainers, a step known as infadh.lR This
occurs by means of a note written atop the shakwa by the judge, which
says, "Bring so and so to give justice (li-insaf) to the petitioner." In
addition to the task of maintaining order before the judge, the work of
delivering summonses is the primary activity of the judge's soldierretainers.
There were thus two distinct types ofmuwajaha that occurred as the
judge sat before his house. The simple and far more numerous first type
is the approach by the single party for the purpose of presenting a
shakwa; it is the petitioner and the judge who come face-to-face in this
instance. The second, more complex type, occurs "between" (bain)
two parties and in the presence of the judge. If requires a claimant
(mudday),who states the da'wa, and a defendant (mudda' 'alzh), who first
hears the da'wa and then makes an answer, an ijaba. I n this instance
the parties confront each other and together confront the judge. From
the beginning, then, as a matter becomes a case and is adjudicated, a
petition is answered by the judge, a claim is answered by the defendant,
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and a claim and a response (followed by evidence or oaths) are together
answered by the judge in his ruling (hukrn).
JUDICIAL KNOWLEDGE

A judge's personal knowledge of particular people and their affairs
constituted a n important and recognized basis for judicial action. Specifically, according to both Shafii and Zaidi manuals, except in hudud
cases,'B where evidence must be presented, a judge can give judgment
based on his own knowledge (i'lrn) of events; and, when the evidence of
witnesses is presented, he can accept or reject it on the basis of his own
knowledge (i.lrn) of the justness or unjustness of the persons in question,
without requiring further verification of their character.e0 Pragmatic
and contextual, this circumstantial 'ilm was derived from worldly contact and experience rather than from teachers and set the practicing
judge off from the more retiring among his fellow scholars. While 'ilm
in the sense of knowledge acquired in the madrasa receives prominent mention among the fundamental conditions for assuming the
judgeship-Abu Shuja' , for example, enumerates six detailed subpoinh
-that of 'ilm in the informal, local sense is not developed. Without
such contextual knowledge, however, that obtained in the madrasa
could not be effectively im~lernented.~'
Dealing as he does in worldly hij@', that is, in evidence, testimony,
acknowledgments, and oaths, the judge requires a down-to-earth
understanding of people and their ways in his jurisdiction. And yet there
was a constraint, a t least in the perspective of the manuals, that restricted his purview to the surface of outward fact and verbalized
intention, to the exclusion of deeper but unexpressed purpose or concealed motive, Shari'a court proceedings are meant to operate on the
basis of al-eahir, a level ofoutward appearances and manifest meanings.
Confronted, for example, by a n oath confusing in its implications, a
judge is instructed to follow the outward sense of the articulated statement.%%
Likewise, the import of an oath is never to b e determined by
the potential existence of a "mental reservation, or an interpretation
contrary to the meaning of the words, nor a reservation made in an
undertone which the judge cannot hearYMzs
any of which might be
alleged subsequently by the oath-taker. I n making the key initial decision about which of the two parties in a case is to be the plaintiff (and
thereby assume the burden of proof), the judge is to apply the following
rule of thumb: "The plaintiff is the individual whose claim conflicts

*

with the appearance of things (al-zahi~);"~~
Interpretation of a final
ruling in a case is similarly restricted: the judge's decision is to be
"imblemented manifestly (<ahiron) not implicitly (batinon)."" Fittingly
for an encounter of "faces" (muwajaha), the proceedings are intended
to function zahiran, or as we would say, "on the face of," issues, words,
and rulings. Among the relevant specialists in appearances was the
physiognomist, the student of faces and physical indications, who could
be called upon by the judge to give evidence.26
Al-Nawawi offers some notes on how a judge should conduct himself
in order to acquire information upon being appointed to a new and
unknown jurisdiction. Before departure for the new post, he should
make preliminary investigations "about the circumstances of scholars
and persons of good repute in the district." He may expect to ask and
receive advice from local scholars on matters of jurisprudence and
also, from those with practical experience, information about locally
accepted custom ( ' u 7 f ) . Al-Nawawi recommends that the judge consult
such local jurists before rendering his decisions. Persons of good repute
could be relied upon to guide the new judge in discriminating the just
and the unjust in the population and, together with the local scholars,
provided prospects for staffing his court. The Zaidi manual likewise
counsels the judge to have both scholars and other reputable people
present a t court sessions.
The new judge, al-Nawawi writes, should "enter on a Monday and
proceed to the center of the town." H e is then to carry out a series of
initial inquiries to acquire necessary information concerning two main
areas of judicial responsibility that extend beyond his duties as a trial
judge. "First of all, he should look into the situation of individuals in
jail. Those who say 'I was jailed justly' should remain so. If Lwrongly,'
then his adversary must produce proof, and if the latter is absent he
should be written to, to present himself" Then the judge should interview the local trustees of the several types: "He who claims a trusteeship
should be questioned about it, and about himself and his administration. He who is found lacking in the requisite justness should have the
funds taken away from him, and the less than fully competent should
be supported with counsel."
Next the judge should see about appointing court functionaries to
assist him, including both a secretary and an individual known as a
muzakki, whose task it is to pronounce officially on the justness, or not,
ofindividuals who appear before the court as witnesses. Known to both
the Shafi'i and the Zaidi manual, the procedure of verification of
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known about this man's training or skills, his medical tradition was an old and
distinguished scholarly specialization.
Qasim Shujd al-Din was one of the &bibs of twentieth-century Ibb. Born in
a rural village, he had come to enroll as a poor student in the Ibb mosque
school in 1917, the last year of Ottoman rule. Although he attained full
competence and esteem in the core fields-jurisprudence, hadith studies, and
the language sciences-and was locally recognized as an hlim and teacher,
Qasim's particular intellectual inclination was toward medicine and the curing arts. This.combination of a jurist's training with medical interests is not
unusual (e.g., al-Khazraji 1914:93); even Imam Yahya wrote cures (Rihani
1930: 133). Shared assumptions, terminologies, techniques, and the analogical
method connect the two fields.
Qasirn's principal textual sources were the well-known authoritative compilations of simples by Ibn al-Baytar (d. 1248), a botanist and pharmacologist
from Malaga, and Da'ud al-Antaki (d. 1599), a doctor born in Antioch. A
third major source was the compilation by the Yemeni Rasulid Sultan alMuzaffar ( 1975). Through Ibn al-Baytar, Qasim was familiar with al-Razi
and Ibn Sina, among the Muslim doctors, and Discorides and Galen among
the Greeks. When I knew him, Qasim was also an avid collector who climbed
the mountainside or wandered along the margins of terraces, head down in
search of plants. His interests were the prescription of simples, dream interpretation, dietary regulation, and both recitational and written cures, for
possession, impotence, and other problems. He had no expertise in such licit
techniques as bloodletting and cauterization, the second formerly practiced in
Ibb by Jewish moris; practices he considered illicit, such as some forms of
magic; and still others he did not credit, such as hypnotism, occasionally
attempted by one of the town judges. H e dated his interests in curing to an
event that occurred before he began to study medicine. One of his students fell
into a seizure, with hands flailing and head bobbing. Qasim recited to him the
"Chair" verse (2: 255) and then the Cave and Hatab chapters (18, 11 I ) from
the Quran, both of which mention "fire." A jinn cried out "You've burned
me" and was expelled to end the seizure. Up to that point Qasim only knew
what everybody knew about the jinn, that they existed (cf. Quran 55: 15). As
a student of the shari'a, he was also conversant with the legal incapacity
implications of being possessed (majnun). Qasim was not among those, includ~ jinn (e.g.,
ing a &ila from Ibb, who tranced or otherwise s u m m o the
al-Shawkani A.H. 1348, 2, appendix, p. 208). His standard curative technique
involved a specialized type of recitation, mobilizing potent words. Qasim's
written cures included amulets and writing on plates, using either Quranic text
or formulae composed of the names of God, or combinations of words, letters,
and numbers. He mastered the subsciences connected with the names of God,
the letters of the alphabet, and numerical squares. Amulets are worn directly
on the patient's body or written on objects that come into direct contact with

the body, such as a woman's comb. The writing placed on plates is dissolved
by a liquid, and the word is incorporated.
17. Rosenthal 1970:82.
18. For comparative examinations of the madrasa, see Fischer 1980, on the
"scriptural school," and Makdisi 1981. The use of darasa as a noun with this
voweling occurs early in Yemen (Ibn Samara 1957 :227). Cf. also darsa, meaning "student" (M. al-Akwd n.d. :44,46); al-darsiyya, "the lesson," ibid., p. 53.
19. Ibn Khaldun's view of the Quran as the "basis of instruction, the
foundation for all the habits (malakat) acquired later on" ( 1958, 3 :300-301),
quoted at the beginning of this chapter, is complicated by a second passage,
which states, "no [scholarly] habitus can originate from the [study of the]
Quran, because no human being can produce anything like it" (ibid., p. 303).
These two views are consistent with my argument in chapter 1. The Quran is,
paradoxically, both the end and the beginning of the kitab. The general
scholarly problematic is one of crafting texts in the world of the Text.
20. Eickelman 1985:63; cf. 56, 62.
21. Such an individual could become a specialist in Quranic recitation or
seek employment as an imam of a mosque (cf. I. al-Akwa' 1980: 187, quoting
a document stipulating that an imam must be a hajz).
22. Because of the presence of blind students, the Hazr in Ibb is sometimes
called dar al-makfujn. Biographical histories contain many entries on blind
scholars, who are usually identified as "al-darir."
23. Disputation was taught in Yemen (Zabara 1956:45; al-Shawkani A.H.
1348, 2:219).
24. He used the word ijtihad here. For such usage (i.e., mujtahidan j talab
al-'ilm) in the context of studying efforts, al-Burayhi 1983:87, 102.
25. Al-Shawkani A.H. 1348, 2: 215.
26.
See chapter 6 herein, on libraries.
'
27. Zabara 1956: 114; al-Akwd 1980: 11. In the town of Zabid, al-Akwa'
notes, this practice continues. In the northern highlands in the same month it
was customary to recite works on inheritance.
28. Al-'Amri (1985 : 132, n. 11) where further references are provided.
29. Al-Shawkani A.H. 1348, 2 :2 18.
30. Al-Shawkani, biography in A.H. 1348, 1 :360f.
3 1. Al-'Amri 1985 : 107: "The idea of the ijaah was at first purely concerned
with the Hadith and its science."
32. Al-Burayhi 1983:99.
33. O n waqf, see article in SEI; and in connection with instruction, Makdisi
1981. For further details on wagf in Ibb and Yemen, see Messick 1978, chaps. 7,
8; Serjeant and Lewcock 1983: 151-54, 3 15- 16,427-3 1. There were also less
permanent forms of support. A common formula of support was it'am al-ta'am,
to provide board, literally "food," but also sometimes clothing, supplies, and
expenses (see I. al-Akwa' 1980: 188, 194, 202). In about A.D. 1300, according
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to al-Khazraji (191 1 :265), a noted teacher from nearby Ta'izz moved with
his students to Ibb. His lesson circle had expanded to over a hundred students,
and the mosque where he had been teaching was too small. The people of Ibb
(ah1 ibb) undertook to provide for the expenses (kqaya) of the teacher and his
large following.
34. In 1975, according to Ibb Endowments Office records, there were
twenty-two active, endowment-supported mosques and nineteen that were
former or inactive mosques (including those in ruins, displaced by construction, or used only as Quranic schools). Three were women's mosques, with
women imams and caretakers; two other mosques originally had separate
men's and women's sections. Three were recent, located in new quarters. At
least seven contain tombs of "saints" or founders, the most famous being that
of Sayf al-Sunna in the Sunni Mosque. There were also several privately
administered mosques.
35. Muawwadat al-darasa, Maktab al-Awqaf, Ibb. I wish to thank al-Qadi
Muhammad al-Ghurbani, al-Qadi Yahya al-'Ansi, and al-Qadi 'Abd alKarim al-Akwd for assistance.
36. The 'agil for a somewhat later period said there were as many as two
hundred muhajirin during his tenure. Eligibility for endowment support and
for residence in the Hazr was obtained through a document of attestation,
signed by the mufti and other notables.
37. Compare a text quoted in al-Akwd (1980: 187-88) on instruction in
Shatii jurisprudence in a mosque-school in Rasulid Ta'izz.
38. Compare al-Akwa' ( 1980 :28 1) on reading to a founder's soul as part of
an Ottoman (founder d. A.H. 967) period endowment in Zabid for the study
of both Shatii and Hanafi jurisprudence.
39. That of Isma'il Basalama, written in a plague year; he actually lived
another thirty years, so these particular endowments were not enacted. The
charitable acts of his father Muhammad b. 'Abd Allah Basalama (d. 1889)
included repairing waterworks and minarets in Ibb, Jibla, and surrounding
villages; providing daily allotments of bread to the poor at his house; providing
clothing for widows and orphans; creating cemeteries; and establishing endowments for the Great Mosque and for darasa in Ibb (Basalama family sources;
al-Akwa' 1987; cf. I. al-Akwa' 1980: 255). His brother Ahmad 'Abd Allah also
founded a darasa waqffor Ibb (musawwadat al-darasa, Maktab al-Awqaf, Ibb).
40. Also on the "private" side of the waqf institution is an&m very important category, the "descendant's endowment" (wagf 'ala al-dhurrzyya).
41. This type of document is known as a tanazul, a "stepping down" from
the position of w i r , administrator. In an Ibb document dated A.H. 1363, the
position is transferred to a man, "and his descendants (awladihi) after him."
The recitational duty, which is always detailed, here includes reciting one-half
of a section (jy')of the Quran every day, to the soul of a woman and her
brother.
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42. I have the documentation for recitational waqfs that were the subject
of extended legal battles in several Ibb families.
43. In local instruments, the following lines are found: "As for him who
transfers or alters [the waqf], I am his adversary, in the hands of God"; or, "As
for him who transfers or alters [the waqf], upon him is.. .the curse of God
and the curse of all the people"; or, "As for him who transfers or alters or
corrupts it [the waqf], . . . he is exposed to the wrath of God and has become
like those afflicted with helplessness by the spirits (shayatin) of the earth."
Al-Akwd (1980: 256-60) quotes the text of a Tahirid prince, who also
undertook charitable works in Ibb. The following litany of rhymed prose
threats is aimed at those who would subvert his endowment: "He who desires
to alter this, or some of it, or corrupt it, or invalidate it, whether guardian or
peasant, or interpreting scholar, or judge or heir, whether by open expression,
or concealed sign, or violent seizure, or out of greed or fear-he will bring
ruin upon himself, and invalidate his integrity. Agonizing will his boldness be
for him: he will deviate from his religion, scorn that which is sacred to him,
and distain his pledges. He will justify the curse upon him, the curse of the
prophets, the curse of the cursers among his good fellow men,. . . and he
will draw near to Satan, the evil one, with the lowest of the lowly. God
will not accept from him either transactions, legal acts, religious duties, or
supererogatory works."
Once created, endowments often suffered from the depredations of administrators, officials, and rulers. Al-Akwd (1980: 12) summarizes the fate of
many early schools and their associated endowments as follows: "Most [of the
schools] fell into ruin through neglect by the endowment administrators and
officials; some rulers took over the endowments, appropriating them for their
own use. Also, the majority of the pious endowments created by the kings and
princes for their schools were illegal [in the first place]."
CHAPTER 5
1. Author unknown, Arabic script in my files. I want to thank Ahmad b.
'Abd al-Karim al-Akwd , an Ibb teacher and a frequent actor, for his assistance
with this and other skits.
2. Al-Wasi'i 1928: 118, 175. After A.H. 1295 [1878], the Ottoman governor
of Yemen, Isma'il Haqqi Pasha, established both schools and new military
units; after A.H. 1315 [1897], Governor Husayn Hilmi Pasha founded the
Office of Macarif and Schools (makatib), a teachers school (dar al-mu'allimin),a
vocational school, and a secondary school. An Ottoman Annual for the Province of Yemen for A.H. 1304 [I8861 mentions the existence of ruhdiyya and
secondary schools (Salname, p. 201 [SOAS Library call no. E. Per 2806701).
3. Young 1905,2 :352-88; cf. Lewis (1968 :83-89, 113- 14, 181-83), Berkes
(1964: 99-121, 173-92), Shaw and Shaw (1977 : 106-15, 249-51). The
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26. Al-Nawawi 1884: 377f.; Abu Shuja' /al-Ghazzi 1894: 678; al-Murtada
1973:282.
27. Al-Murtada 1973:282n.
28. For the use of this term in the Hadramawt, cf Serjeant 1957: 14.
29. For an important study of the relation of attire to social hierarchy, see
Mundy 1983. See also M. al-Akwa' (n.d. : 159-60) for a discussion of the attire
of the "three classes" (tabaqat).
30. Cf. al-Burayhi 1983:98: "There was love for him in people's hearts, and
fear (al-haiba) ."
3 1. Cited in Serjeant 1977: 238. I n some circles, scholars were objects of
disparagement. Amin Rihani's soldier escorts filled his ears with negative
comments about jurists.
CHAPTER 9
1. O n holding court in houses, cf. Mandaville 1969:72; and EI 2, art.
"Masdjid"; Tyan 1960 :277; al-Murtada 1973 :283 n. 2.
2. These perspectives and Weber's "kadijustiz" are criticized in the light of
Moroccan shari'a court ethnography in Rosen 1980-81; 1989: 58-59.
3. E.g., al-Wasi'i 1928: 295, but also in colloquial usage.
4. Sejeant and Lewcock 1983 : 145, citing Sirat al-Hadi ila al-Haqq.
5. Observed by Rihani (1930:89; cf. 90, 104, 129), who is quoted by
al-Wasi'i, same page. Also observed by Salvador Aponte, quoted in Salim
(197 1 :478); and by al-'Azm 1937 : 180-81. Reported also in the official newspaper (Obermeyer I98 1).
6. Cf. al-Wasi'i 1928: 126-27, on a Turkish wali who is described in the
same formulas.
7. O n wajh as shaykhly honor, see Dresh 1989; 1990.
8. Imam Yahya stopped making himself available in his later years
(Obermeyer 1981 : 189).
9. Starr 1978 : 115, 122, 189-91, 208, 231, 261, 269; Liebesny 1975 : 108;
Berkes 1964 : 165. Ottomans in Yemen: al-Wasi'i 1928: 175, 2 11; in earlier
periods, al-Khazraji 191 1 :23 1 ; in the nineteenth century in the era of Faqih
Sarid (al-Hibshi 1980 :95).
10. Normally, shakwas concern individual-individual matters, although
they can represent claims against officials (e.g:, al-Wasi'i 1% 178, 21 1). A
right of complaint against judges and other officialshad long been fundamental in the Ottoman Empire (cf. EI2, art. "Mahkama: 2. The Ottoman Empire,
i. The earlier centuries," pp. 3-5). I n Ottoman Ibb, the shakwa was known
as an"ard hal; in Egypt, there were ardhaljis, writers of complaints (Ziadeh
1968: 22). The Constitution of the Yemen Arab Republic affirms this right
(Art. 44): "Yemenis shall have the right to complain to any state organization
concerning violations of the laws by public officials or their negligence of the
duties of their office."
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11. Nizam al-Mulk 1960 : 14.
12. EI 2, art. "Mazalim." Cf Schacht (1964: 51, 54, 189) for matalim jurisdictions as courts of complaints, on siyasa as a synonym, and as appellate
courts. In the Ottoman Empire the mualim jurisdiction was for more serious
criminal and civil cases (Gibb and Bowen 1950 : 116). A court of complaints
was estabished in Saudi Arabia in 1954 (Schacht 1964: 88). In preprotectorate Morocco, pashas acted as judges in criminal and civil matters (Rosen
1979: 76). Maktari (1971 :94) mentions "ruler's tribunals" in the nearby Lahj
sultanate. Cf. EI 2, art. "Mahkama: ii. The Reform Era (ca. 1789-1922),"
pp. 5-9.
13. In 1980 I collected shakwas and inventoried their volume, origin, and
type at the two main shakwa-receiving officesin Ibb, those of the governor and
of the subdistrict officer.
14. I have a collection of about 100 shakwas delivered to I b b by mail from
outlying districts in about 1950. (Cf. Ibn Khaldun 1958, 1 :389f. on mails and
the political danger of obstructing them.) One shakwa, dated 1950, is of
relevance. I t concerns the desired return of five familiar books (identified
simply as Diwan Hafiz, Kitab al-Insha', Muluk al-Muslimin, Rihla Nazih
Bek, and Kitab al-Shifa') which the petitioner originally gave as a deposit for
a now repaid loan of six riyals.
15. A former secretary to Imam Ahmad was my principal source, although
this activity has also been described by travelers.
16. Hajb-Law 121 of 1976: Art. 104 (al-Tashriht).
17. My study of cases from the Ibb niyaba office concerned the first months
of its operation in 1980. National niyaba case volume from 1981 to 1986 is
given in al-'Alimi 1989 :218, table 9.
18. Cf. Gerholm 1977 : 74, 195, n. 7.
19. Unlawful intercourse, false accusation of unlawful intercourse, drinking
wine, theft, and highway robbery.
20. Al-Nawawi 1884:376,379; cf. 4 18 (accepting secondary testimony), 430
(on a minor a judge might know to have been found); al-Ghazzi 1894: 684;
al-Murtada 1973 :284.
21. See the important comparative discussion of "local knowledge" in
Geertz 1983. For Morocco, Rosen has examined the general and specifically
judicial patterns of "acquisition of knowledge about other people" (1984: 18;
1989).
22. Al-Nawawi 1884 :4 (but see p. 329).
23. Al-Nawawi 1884:436. Here I follow Van Den Berg as translated by
Howard (Al-Nawawi 1914).
24. Al-Nawawi 1884: 427.
25. Al-Nawawi 1884: 376.
26. Al-Nawawi 1884:450-5 1. This specialization was also required to determine the identity ofa foundling's father. O n the science offirasa, see Mourad
1939; Fahd 1966, chap. 3.

